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Violent Insurrectionists Hit Streets After SCOTUS
Overturns Roe; Twitter Explodes in Death Threats Against
Justices

AP Images
Police protect the state Capitol in Phoenix, Arizona

The madness began weeks ago with the leak
of the U.S. Supreme Court decision that
would overturn 1973’s Roe v. Wade decision
that “legalized” abortion. But bad as it was,
including an assassination attempt on
Associate Justice Brett Kavanaugh, the pro-
aborts had barely started.

With Friday’s confirmation of that decision
in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health, the
shock troops of the radical Left not only
swarmed into the streets and attacked
anything in their way, but also repeatedly
threatened the six conservative justices who
voted to overturn Roe.

Protests erupted nationwide. Pro-aborts took to the streets even where abortion will remain legal, and
threatened the justices on Twitter. Such was the unhinged fury that leftists suggested that states simply
ignore the ruling and do what they wish, though leftists have typically said nullification and states’
rights are “racist” doctrines.

Tear Gas, Traffic Stopped

In Phoenix, Arizona, pro-abortion insurrectionists attacked the state Capitol, and police responded with
tear gas.

“Police fired tear gas to disperse Roe v. Wade demonstrators from outside the Arizona Capitol Friday
night, forcing lawmakers to huddle briefly in a basement inside the building as they rushed to complete
their 2022 session,” Fox 10 Phoenix reported:

SWAT team members with the Department of Public Safety fired tear gas … from the second
floor of the old Capitol building to disperse protesters in the mall between the current
House and Senate buildings. 

The rioters were a “direct threat to the occupants of the Senate building and damage to the building
itself,” police said. The enraged pro-aborts were “attempting to break (pounding on the glass) at the
Senate office building and did some minor damage.”

Lunatics in Los Angeles, where mothers are free to murder their unborn children, shut down a freeway
and attacked motorists who tried to breach their illegal blockade.
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They also held signs with a guillotine, a common threat from the young nuts who make up the modern
communist movement, and attacked police.

In Seattle, Washington, the black-bloc goons of Antifa surrounded, attacked, pepper-sprayed, and beat a
pro-life woman to the ground.

Antifa thugs in Washington, D.C., marched with umbrellas and chanted “F*** the church, f*** the state,
people must decide their fate.”

Twitter Threats

Leftist Twitter was a vortex of deranged threats that clearly violated the social media platform’s rules
against threats and violence.

Calling Associate Justice Clarence Thomas “just another dumb field ni**er” was among the milder
attacks on the justices.

Direct threats were the order of the day. YouTuber Auron MacIntyre compiled a full thread.

“Burn down the Supreme Court,” Andrew Tarantola wrote. “I’m finna kill everyone in the SUPREME
COURT with my ak47,” another wrote.

“Someone assassinate Clarence Thomas already ffs,” a crackpot called Sean CPFC tweeted.

“i hope the 6 supreme court justices burn,” @misjunf fumed.

Wrote another:

I think we should f***ing shoot and kill these mfs.… open fire on the Supreme Court.

“Sh** just kill the Supreme Court with the guns they allow us to have,” another deranged Twitter user
wrote.

And in something of an amusing take, sportscasting has-been Keith Olbermann wants SCOTUS
abolished, its decisions ignored. “It has become necessary to dissolve the Supreme Court of the United
States,” the leftist commentator tweeted:

The first step is for a state the “court” has now forced guns upon, to ignore this ruling.

Great. You’re a court? Why and how do think you can enforce your rulings?

He also called the justices who rightly overturned Roe “domestic terrorists” who “should be approached
and prosecuted as such”:

And Olbermann lied about the protest in Phoenix:
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